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With the market of study-abroad having been growing in Xiamen, there appears 
increasingly assimilated and fierce competition in the study-abroad service. 
Consumers get more rational in decision-making whether to buy the service while 
they demand diversity, differentiation, and personalization of service. How Xiamen A 
Study-Abroad Company will challenge the competition and change its 
slowly-increasing situation becomes its management’s priority. 
This paper reviews the history of Consumers Behavior and then applies the 
consumer behavior theory to explore the factors influencing the process of 
decision-making , including perception，needs，motives，attitude, culture，sub-culture, 
society and family.The study adopts questionnaires method to explore the relationship 
between building marketing strategy and consumer behavior, hoping it can offer the 
basis and suggestion for enterprises when making marketing policy． 
This thesis has designed the questionnaire on buying study-abroad service and 
collected data on consumers demand, communications, convenience, and cost, which 
are analyzed by SPSS software giving descriptive statistics, correlation analysis and 
multi-linear regression. The thesis provides Xiamen A Study-Abroad Company 
suggestions  on its marketing strategy, including：segment and repositioning the 
target market and expanding and dividing the market areas into three markets．It is 
suggested the importance should be attached to find consumers’ different and 
personalized demands and to set up service programs to satisfy them. Doing more 
product publicity, especially building a more perfect internet service system, 
delivering consulting speech, improving staff’s communication skill. Setting up 
subsidiaries in campus branch and offering language training for consumers’ has to be 
for consumers’ convenience. Setting standard price and one-by-one price strategy, and 
paying great attention to competitor’s price strategy is also suggested.   
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